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Model ACF-680, ACF-624 and ACF-622

Thank you for investing in the new 12th and 13th generation artisan ACF-xxx digital
electronic brushless servo sewing machine motors. You will find these new generation electronic
motors a pleasure to use and wonderful tools designed to help you control operating speeds of
your industrial sewing machine.
New Artisan ACF-624 and ACF-680 series motors are highly efficient and energy saving as
well. Artisan motors operate at up to ambient temperatures and are much quieter and easier to
use than all, now obsolete, old style sewing machine clutch motors. With the ACF series servo
motor, operators can preset the top end sewing speeds to match the sewing conditions. One can
sew very slowly from stitch to stitch and control the RPM of the motor variable from 0 (stopped)
up to any desired maximum speed (full speed) of the sewing machine or operators ability.
New Artisan ACF-624 and ACF-680 motors are warranted against manufacturing defects for a
period of three years from the date the motor is first put into service. Artisan will repair or replace
any motor, at our option, found to be defective. If you require warranty service, please contact
Artisan directly or any of our many authorized retailers or repair centers. We continue to improve
and occasionally we introduce new motor models. In the future, If this model is replace by a new
generation motor, at our option we may replace your motor instead of repairing the defective unit.
We offer a 20% discount to existing registered customers needling to replace an existing servo
motor after the warranty period up to 60 months.
Important Safety Information:
A. Please turn off the electric power to the motor at the on/off switch or disconnect the power
supply cord from the wall receptacle before servicing any part of your sewing machine.
B. When powering up the motor, please do not rest or place any foot pressure on the sewing
machine treadle, (speed controlling pedal). The internal circuit breaker will engage and the
motor will not run if the treadle is depressed while the on/off switch is turned on. If this occurs,
Turn the motor switch off for 30 seconds, then turn the power on again.
C. Never leave the motor turned on when the sewing machine is unattended.
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